Dean L. Sicking, PhD., P.E.
Director, Midwest Roadside Safety Facility
W. 328.1 Nebraska Hall
P.O. Box 880529
Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0529

Dear Dr. Sicking:

The Federal Highway Administration allowed conditional use of a two-bolt breakaway post with the Sequential Kinking Terminal (SKT) terminal in Ms. Carol Jacoby’s October 30, 2002, acceptance letter CC-61A, but requested an additional test before this post was used with the flared FLEAT terminal. Your March 25, 2004, letter transmitted the results of this additional test as well as a copy of the Midwest Roadside Safety Facility’s report entitled “Performance Evaluation of the FLEAT-MGS End Terminal – NCHRP Test No. 3-35” and my April 5, 2004, letter accepted the two-bolt post design for use with both the SKT and FLEAT W-beam guardrail terminals.

Your March 25, 2004, letter included a second test report, entitled “Performance Evaluation of the FLEAT-MGS End Terminal with Redesigned Breakaway Posts and End Anchorage—NCHRP Test No. 3-35 (FLEAT 7).” You subsequently asked Mr. Richard Powers of my staff to delay formal acceptance of both the redesigned breakaway posts used in this test and the redesigned end anchorage. In early August, by telephone, you requested him to proceed with his review and analysis of the modified post design.

For test FLEAT 7, the original FLEAT was modified to connect to your Midwest Guardrail System (MGS), a strong post W-beam barrier that has been successfully tested to the NCHRP Report 350 guidelines, but has not yet been submitted for formal FHWA acceptance. To match the design features of the MGS barrier, the FLEAT posts were increased to an above-ground height (breakaway height) of 33.5 inches to attain a top rail height of 31 inches, posts 3 through 6 were fitted with the 6-in wide by 12-in deep x 14-in long routed wood offset blocks used throughout the MGS barrier, and the lead section of W-beam was a 16.67-ft long section of 12-gauge W-beam with five pairs of slots on the upstream end of the rail. Use of this initial length section of rail resulted in all rail splices falling midway between the support posts throughout the terminal and the barrier proper, a key characteristic of the MGS design. However, for this test the two 9/16-inch diameter splice bolts used to connect the top and bottom sections of the
breakaway line posts in the earlier design were replaced with a single 3/4-inch diameter x 8-inch long Grade 5 hex bolt. The holes in the splice plate and top post base flanges were increased to 7/8-inch diameter to allow insertion of the larger bolt. Enclosures 1 and 2 show the details of the single-bolt design as tested.

Test 3-35 (FLEAT 7) was conducted on a barrier layout with the FLEAT offset 4 feet from the line of the MGS barrier. The 2000P truck was contained and redirected upright. Enclosure 3 is the test summary page from the aforementioned report. Because the single-bolt hinge allows the post to rotate back with virtually no resistance when struck head-on, you did not conduct either of the standard end-on terminal tests. However, the reduced weak-axis strength of the single-bolt post will likely result in greater intrusion into the system for very shallow angle impacts. Proper end-on performance also depends upon the single bolt being placed in the downstream splice plate/top post flange holes. Users and installers of the single-bolt design need to be aware of these considerations.

Based on the reported test results, I find the single-bolt breakaway post design to be acceptable for use on the National Highway System with both the SKT and the FLEAT W-beam terminals at test level 3. The field performance of both of these terminals should be monitored to verify acceptable crash performance when connected to a standard W-beam design.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

John R. Baxter, P.E.
Director, Office of Safety Design
Office of Safety

3 Enclosures